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Overall Status
The first S-190 data was received from tracks 6 and 16. Track 16 still
lies to the east of area of interest in spite of the 60 mile westerly drift.
on SL-2. Track 6 therefore also lies too far west, and in fact, only barely
covers the Red Lake test site. These photos will be digitized for.compari-
son with the Red Lake spectra obtained on June 3.
The screening film for S-192 was received. Most unfortunately, the Red Lake
test site lies outside the field of view. We plan to process one of the
S-192 frames. However, because of the. limited scope of the investigation,
only comparison with existing geologic maps will be made.
The Red Lake test site was occupied during an SL-3 overflight on 11 August.
Again the S-191 was not directed at our site. The weather was excellent
although the sun angle was very high for potos useful in geologic interpre-
tation.
Recommendations
Please send the color photography from SL-2/S-190.
Expected Accomplishments
A test CCT has been received and it is hoped that we can be prepared for the
receipt of S-192 data. Enlargements are being made from the appropriate
S-190 frames for the purpose of transferring map material. Spectra are being




See Status and Accomolishments sections.
Travel Summary
One trip by JPL vehicle was made to the Red Lake test site.
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